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Math Professor Flags Nearly 100,000 Fraudulent Votes in
Pennsylvania
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Under penalty of perjury, Williams College
Professor of Mathematics Steven J. Miller
declared that up to 100,000 votes in
Pennsylvania “were either requested by
someone other than the registered
Republican, or requested and returned but
not counted.” The number of fraudulent
votes or votes not counted “range from
89,397 to 98,801,” according to Miller.

He testified:

All of the facts stated herein are true
and based on my personal knowledge.

I received a B.S. in Mathematics and
Physics from Yale University in 1996
and a Ph.D. of Mathematics from
Princeton University in 2002….

I am currently a professor of
mathematics at Williams College….

I have analyzed phone bank data
provided to me [from Election Data
Services] regarding responses to
questions relating to mail ballot
requests, returns and related issues….

I can show, to a reasonable degree of
professional certainty, that the
conclusions as stated in this report are
correct.

I declare under the penalty of perjury
that the foregoing is true and correct.

This was enough for Federal Election Commission (FEC) Chairman Trey Trainor to declare “that fraud
took place” on Election Day. Said Trainor:

This data, which is provided by an expert witness, who would be qualified in almost any
court in the country, adds to the conclusions that some level of voter fraud took place in this
year’s election.

But Miller’s conclusions are just the tip of the iceberg, said Trainor:

https://justthenews.com/sites/default/files/2020-11/Miller_DeclarationAndAnalyisPA_GOP_BallotRequestData_2020_Final.pdf
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The rush to certify results that are this suspicious from places with known election
violations would nullify millions of votes that were legally cast by individual voters.

In an interview at Newsmax on Tuesday that continues to reverberate, Sidney Powell, a lead attorney in
the Trump campaign working to expose the immense voter fraud, said “I think we will find that
[President Trump] had at least 80 million votes,” nearly 10 million than were officially accorded to him.

Upon reviewing what Powell had uncovered so far, high-powered attorney L. Lin Wood concluded that
“this election was a fraud. Donald Trump won, I believe, clearly a 70 percent-plus landslide election.…
He probably won over 400 Electoral votes.”

That was on Tuesday last week. On Friday, Powell, based upon additional information, declared on The
Howie Carr Show that “We’ve got a number of smoking guns … [so many that] we may have to get
witness protection for them. We have a lot of extremely solid evidence. It’s beyond impressive, and
absolutely terrifying.”

Powell went on to say that, based on information received since her Newsmax interview, she believes
Joe Biden received as many as 10 million fraudulent votes, and that up to seven million were switched
from Trump to Biden via the Dominion voter system. She added:

My [best] estimate at this time is roughly 7 million [stolen votes] but it might be more.
We’re also getting some data that reflects that millions — not just a few hundred or a
thousand — but some millions of dead people voted.

The anti-Trump mainstream media, working essentially as the communications arm of the Democratic
National Committee (DNC), has excoriated Powell and her team for not being forthcoming with hard
evidence to back up these claims. But Powell has promised to release such evidence this coming week.

It’ll be interesting to see how the media/DNC deals with that evidence if and when it is made public.

Related articles:

Trump Team Lays Out Path to Victory, Demolishing Media Lies

Sydney Powell: Trump Got “at Least 80 Million Votes”
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